Convolution in the Cloud: Learning Deformable Kernels in 3D Graph
Convolution Networks for Point Cloud Analysis
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Abstract
Point clouds are among the popular geometry representations for 3D vision applications. However, without regular structures like 2D images, processing and summarizing information over these unordered data points are very
challenging. Although a number of previous works attempt to analyze point clouds and achieve promising performances, their performances would degrade significantly
when data variations like shift and scale changes are presented. In this paper, we propose 3D Graph Convolution
Networks (3D-GCN), which is designed to extract local
3D features from point clouds across scales, while shift
and scale-invariance properties are introduced. The novelty of our 3D-GCN lies in the definition of learnable kernels with a graph max-pooling mechanism. We show that
3D-GCN can be applied to 3D classification and segmentation tasks, with ablation studies and visualizations verifying
the design of 3D-GCN. Our code is publicly available at
https://github.com/j1a0m0e4sNTU/3dgcn.

1. Introduction
3D vision has been an active research topic, closely related to applications such as augmented reality, drones and
self-driving vehicles [20, 15]. Existing 3D data representations include the use of voxel, mesh or point cloud features.
Voxels [3, 33] describe 3D objects as voxel grids but generally suffer from insufficient resolution and high memory
costs. Meshes are common in animations, while such representations are not directly associated with the 3D sensor
outputs [16, 19]. Finally, 3D point clouds focus on describing shape information of 3D objects and can be easily acquired by 3D sensors, but the resulting unordered set of 3D
points might limit the subsequent analysis tasks.
With the recent remarkable progress of deep learning
techniques, in particular the Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), promising performances have been observed in a
variety of computer vision tasks [6, 11]. However, image
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Figure 1: Convolution in (a) 2D images and (b) 3D
graphs. Note that standard 2D CNN cannot be easily applied to handle 3D point cloud data, since the kernels in 3D
graph convolution networks need to exhibit additional deformation in shape due to unstructured inputs.

data are generally presented in terms of grid structures (e.g.,
pixels or cells over scales), which makes the convolution
operation feasible. For irregular and unstructured data like
3D point clouds, it is not possible to learn and deploy kernels with fixed sizes or patterns on such data. In order to
process such an unstructured/unordered set of points, PointNet [21] applies multiple fully connected layers to encode
3D point clouds, followed by global max-pooling operation,
and shows impressive results for 3D data recognition and
segmentation. Since global pooling operation is deployed,
locally structured information of 3D point cloud might not
be properly observed. Moreover, it is not designed to be invariant to global transformation like shift or scaling, as we
later discuss and verify.
To better describe local information of 3D data, some
research works utilize mesh data and their corresponding
graph structures (i.e., vertices and associated edges) for extracting desirable information. For example, [27, 4] choose
to propagate and aggregate features of adjacent vertices for
deriving the final representation, while others [16, 2] define kernels with fixed patterns to observe local information.
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Motivated by the above works, [26, 14, 1, 30, 32] attempt to
construct graph-like structures for 3D point clouds. Since
such methods consider global coordinates in representing
their graphs, shift and scaling effects would degrade the performances of their models.
In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning model of
3D Graph Convolution Networks (3D-GCN) for processing and learning structural information of 3D point clouds.
Motivated by 2D CNN, we aim at deriving deformable 3D
kernels, whose shape and weights are learnable during the
training stage. Moreover, similar to the max pooling operation in standard CNN, we perform a unique graph max
pooling operation in 3D-GCN to summarize the processed
features across different scales. As a result, our 3D-GCN
is able to observe and extract structural information of unordered 3D point clouds with arbitrary shape and size. As
detailed and confirmed later, our 3D-GCN is invariant to
3D point cloud shift and scaling changes, which are the key
properties for real-world 3D vision applications.
We now summarize our main contributions as follows:
• We propose a 3D Graph Convolution Network (3DGCN) for processing 3D point cloud data, exhibiting
shift and scale-invariant properties for promising classification/segmentation performances.
• The shape and weights of each kernel in our 3D-GCN
are learnable during training, which show capabilities in describing local structural information from unordered 3D point clouds.
• A novel graph max pooling is also introduced in 3DGCN, allowing extraction and summarization of point
cloud features across different scales for improved performances.

2. Related Work
Multi-view and voxelized methods. Since standard Convolutional Neural Networks cannot be directly applied to
handle unstructured data like 3D point clouds, existing
works typically choose to convert point clouds into proper
representation for further processing purposes. For example, [33, 3, 18, 17, 25] register point features into voxel grid
or directly use voxelized 3D shapes as the model input, so
that standard 3D CNN can be performed on such input data.
Although octree-based methods like [24, 31] have been proposed to refine the resolution of the predicted output, voxelbased methods are generally known to suffer from insufficient resolution and enormous memory consumption for 3D
voxel representation.
Alternatively, a number of works [28, 9, 22, 29, 1]
choose to project 3D shapes onto 2D planes in multiple
views, followed by 2D CNN for feature extraction. While
impressive results are reported, it cannot be easily extended
to 3D data segmentation or reconstruction [11, 6].

Point-cloud based methods. In order to deal with 3D
point cloud data, PointNet [21] has multiple shared fully
connected layers to handle unordered 3D point inputs, followed by channel-wise max-pooling to extract global features to represent 3D point cloud data. While PointNet is
able to handle 3D point cloud data without limitation to its
unordered property, it essentially learns key point representation of the input object for deriving the final features. Local geometric information is not directly encoded, and this
model would be sensitive to input translation and scaling
variation, as we later verify.
To alleviate the aforementioned problem, researchers
propose to sort the 3D points into an ordered list, where
neighboring points have smaller euclidean distances in the
3D space. For example, [8] sorts all the points along different dimensions, then employ Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) to extract features from the resulting sequences.
[10, 5] convert the 3D points into an 1D list via kd-tree
according to their coordinates, followed by 1D CNNs to
extract the corresponding features. Nevertheless, sorting a
3D point set into an 1D list is not trivial; moreover, local
geometric information may not be easily preserved in such
ordered lists.

Geometry-based methods. Different from the aforementioned works which take the entire 3D data as the input,
another branch of methods choose to learn local geometric
information from a subset of 3D points [23, 32, 26, 14, 7,
13, 34, 30]. By dividing the 3D points into smaller groups,
this type of approach extracts features from each local group
for representation purposes. For example, PointNet++ [23]
divides 3D point clouds into several ball regions, and apply
[21] to each ball for local feature extraction. DGCNN [32]
constructs local graphs by identifying the nearest neighbors
of 3D points in the feature space, followed by the EdgeConv operation for feature extraction. Shen et al. [26]
extend the above idea and additionally learn geometry information during feature aggregation. RS-CNN [14] applies weighted sum of neighboring point features, where
each weight is learned with MLPs according to geometric relation between two points. These works attempt to
extract geometrical information within local regions of 3D
point clouds. However, existing methods typically use exact coordinates of points or distance vectors as the input
features, and thus the model performance would be influenced by shifting and scaling effects, which would not be
preferable for real-world applications like scene segmentation and multi-object detection. In this paper, we propose a
novel 3D-GCN with learnable 3D graph kernels and Graph
Max-Pooling mechanism, resulting in effective geometric
features across different scales while exhibiting scale and
shift-invariance.
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Figure 2: Illustration of receptive field RnM and kernel
K S . We have RnM indicates the M neighboring points for
the nth point pn , and kernel K S composes of S supports
with center at kC = (0, 0, 0). Note that directional vector
dm,n and ks are used to measure the similarity in (4).

3. 3D Graph Convolution Networks
3.1. Notations
We present a novel 3D Graph Convolution Network (3DGCN) to extract features from point cloud data, with applications to visual classification and semantic segmentation.
For the sake of completeness, we define the notations used
in this paper as follows. A point cloud instance is viewed
as a set, which contains a total of N points P = {pn | n =
1, 2, . . . , N } located on the surface of an object of interest.
Note that pn denotes the n-th point of this instance, and
its attributes may describe coordinates (xn , yn , zn ), normal
vector (νnx , νny , νnz ), or RGB color information (rn , gn , bn ).
In this work, the point cloud describes only the coordinates
of each point on the object surface. In other words, we have
pn = (xn , yn , zn ), and thus a 3D point cloud object is represented by a matrix of size N × 3.
For classification tasks, our 3D-GCN takes the point
cloud input and produces the predicted output scores c for
each class of interest. For semantic segmentation, we need
to predict the part/scene label for each point in a 3D object.
Thus, the output would be of size N × c, which also indicates that the 3D-GCN performs point-wise classification in
the task of semantic segmentation.

3.2. Deformable Kernels for 3D Graph Convolution
Receptive Fields in 3D-GCN A 3D point cloud object with N points is denoted as P = {pn | n =
1, 2, . . . , N }, pn ∈ R3 . To describe the feature derived at
each point in 3D-GCN, we have f (p) ∈ RD denote the
associated D-dimensional feature vector. To capture local
geometric information of each point pn , we determine the
3D receptive field of pn by a set of M neighboring points.
As illustrated in Figure 2, we denote RnM as the receptive

Figure 3: 3D Graph Convolution. As in (4), sim(pm , ks )
calculates the inner product between f (pm ) and w(ks )
based on the cosine similarity between dm,n and ks . For
each support ks , the largest sim output among all neighbors pm is obtained. Summing up with hf (pn ), w(kC )i
produces the final convolution output (i.e., (5)).
field of point pn with size M as:
RnM = {pn , pm | ∀pm ∈ N (pn , M )},

(1)

where N (pn , M ) denotes M nearest neighbors of pn based
on the distance kpm − pn k, and we have the corresponding directional vector dm,n = pm − pn calculated for
later convolution purposes. We note that, given a 3D point
cloud object, we only need to determine the receptive fields
for each point once. If the pooling operation is performed
in later stages (as discussed in Sect. 3.3), receptive fields
for the pooled point clouds at that scale needs to be constructed. In 3D-GCN, the features within the receptive field
of pn with size M is expressed as {f (pn ), f (pm ) | ∀pm ∈
N (pn , M )}. These features will be calculated and updated
during the convolution operation, as later discussed.
It is worth noting that, recent models for 3D point
clouds [23, 30] select neighboring points for each point by
a predefined radius r. While parameter r can be tuned to
properly describe the local structures of 3D point clouds,
their model cannot deal with scale variations as we later
discuss and verify in Sect. 4.
Learning Kernels in 3D-GCN In standard 2D CNN
models, the kernel is composed of weight parameters in
grids, sharing the same patterns across image patches (as
depicted in Figure 1a). However, for 3D point cloud data,
the data points are viewed as an unordered set, and no particular spatial 3D patterns can be observed.
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Figure 4: Graph Max-Pooling. This pooling process performs channel-wise max-pooling from the features in the
receptive field of each pn ∈ P in , followed by randomly
sampling a subset from P in with a sampling rate r.
To perform convolution in 3D point cloud structures, we
propose 3D Graph Convolution Kernel K S , where S denotes the number of supports in that kernel. More precisely,
we have K S composed of S + 1 kernel points kj ∈ R3 , i.e.,
K S = {kC , k1 , k2 , . . . , kS }.

(2)

Note that kC = (0, 0, 0) is the center of the kernel, and k1
to kS denote the associated supports.
In 2D CNN, each element in a kernel is the learned
weight which describes the spatial patterns of interest. In
our 3D-GCN, we define the weight vector w(k) ∈ RD
for each kernel point k. Thus, the weighted-sum of features f (p) using the corresponding weights would achieve
the convolution operation. Since the number and directions of supports might not be the same as the receptive
fields of a 3D point, we need to define the directional vector
ks − kC = ks , s = 1, 2, . . . , S for describing the pattern
of the learned kernel. As illustrated in Figure 2, expect for
kC = (0, 0, 0), the kernel in 3D-GCN is now defined as
{w(kC ), (ks , w(ks )) | s = 1, 2, . . . , S}, where each element is learned via training.
3D Graph Convolution In 2D CNN, the convolution operation can be regarded as calculating the similarity between the 2D kernel and the associated image patch. Larger
output values indicate higher visual similarity. With the
aforementioned receptive field and kernel definitions for 3D
point cloud data, we define 3D Graph Convolution by calculating the similarity between RnM and K S , denoted as
Conv(RnM , K S ).
However, unlike 2D CNN in which both kernel and image patches are of the same grid structures, it is not trivial to
perform convolution in 3D graph structures. Thus, to measure the similarity between the features within the receptive

Figure 5: Illustration of the lack of invariance property.
Recent models like PointNet [21] require techniques like
zero-mean normalization for 3D point cloud representation,
which might be sensitive to noisy 3D input points (as verified in Sect. 4).
field of pn (i.e., f (pn ), f (pm ), ∀pm ∈ N (pn , M ) as defined in (1)) and weight vectors of kernel K S centered at
kC with S supports (i.e., w(kC ), w(ks ), ∀s = 1, 2, . . . , S),
we consider all possible pairs between (pm , ks ). Thus,
Conv(RnM , K S ) in 3D-GCN is defined as:
Conv(RnM , K S ) = f (pn ), w(kC ) + g(A),

(3)

where h·i denotes the inner-product operation, and A =
{sim(pm , ks ) | ∀m ∈ (1, M ), ∀s ∈ (1, S)}. Note that the
sim function in (3) is defined as:
sim(pm , ks ) = f (pm ), w(ks )

dm,n , ks
,
kdm,n kkks k

(4)

which calculates the inner product between f (pn ) and
w(kC ) based on their cosine similarity. The function g
in (3) sums up the maximum similarity sim(pm , ks ) for
each support ks in that kernel. With the above definitions,
the 3D Graph Convolution operation in our 3D-GCN is calculated as:
Conv(RnM , K S ) = f (pn ), w(kC )
S
n
o
X
max
sim(pm , ks ) .
+
s=1

(5)

m∈(1,M )

Recall that the neighbors M and supports S are the hyperparameters (similar to the kernel sizes in 2D CNN). Note
that (5) utilizes directional vectors dm,n within RnM instead of global coordinates, which introduces shift-invariant
property to our 3D-GCN model. In addition, the similarity
function in (4) simply calculates the cosine similarity between dm,n and ks regardless of their lengths. Therefore,
the scale-invariant property can be jointly observed by our
3D-GCN. Figure 3 illustrates 3D Graph Convolution operation in our 3D-GCN.

3.3. Convolution and Pooling in 3D-GCN
3D Graph Convolution Layer A 3D Graph Convolution layer is composed of a pre-determined number L of
1803

(a) Classification

(b) Part segmentation

Figure 6: Architecture of 3D-GCN for (a) classification and (b) part segmentation. Note that grey and yellow blocks
denote point and feature inputs, respectively. Green arrows denote 3D Graph Convolution Layers, while green triangles
denote the Graph Max-Pooling layer. We have MLP and outputs denoted in brown and blue, respectively.
kernels K S , each with a constant support number, which
can be denoted as {KiS |i = 1, 2, . . . , L}. Taking the 3D
point cloud input P ∈ RN ×3 with the corresponding Ddimensional features F in ∈ RN ×D , our 3D Graph Convolution Layer applies (5) with each kernel respectively, producing output features F out ∈ RN ×L . Thus, each output
layer i = 1, 2, . . . , L can be expressed as:
ConvLayer((P, F in ), KiS ) = (P, Fiout ),

(6)

where Fiout ∈ RN is the i-th channel of F out . To initialize the convolution and learning process, we simply set
f (p) = 1, ∀p ∈ P, and w(k) = 1, ∀k in the first input
layer. In other words, we only consider directional information to initialize 3D-GCN operations.
3D Graph Max-Pooling Pooling operation plays an important role in standard 2D CNN, which summarizes the
dominant responses within each scale for later high-level
processing purposes, resulting in coarse-to-fine feature extraction. In 3D-GCN, we also propose a pooling operation, 3D Graph Max-Pooling, for performing similar mechanisms in 3D point clouds.
Our 3D Graph Max-Pooling layer takes the receptive
field of each point RnM , and applies channel-wise maxpooling to aggregate features f (p), ∀p ∈ RnM , followed by
sampling a subset of P with a sampling rate r. Thus, this
pooling process can be formulated as:
P oolLayerr (P in , F in ) = (P out , F out ),

(7)

N
r

where P in ∈ RN ×3 , P out ∈ R ×3 , and F in ∈
N
RN ×D , F out ∈ R r ×D . As depicted in Figure 4, this pooling layer enables us to learn multi-scale 3D point cloud
features, and make learning and calculation more efficient,
which are crucial factors in 3D deep learning models.
Invariance Properties By learning the directional information within local receptive fields via 3D graph kernels,

together with the pooling mechanism, our 3D-GCN exhibits
promising shift and scale invariance properties. While existing works like [14, 21, 23, 26, 30] report promising performances, they typically consider global coordinates or require point cloud normalization to alleviate such data variances, which would limit their invariance properties (see examples in Figure 5). In Sect. 4), we will compare thorough
experiments to confirm the robustness of our 3D-GCN when
the above variants are presented.

3.4. 3D Point Cloud Analysis
Classification To train 3D-GCN to recognize 3D point
cloud data as particular categories, we apply and combine
multiple 3D graph convolution and max-pooling layers, followed by adding multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for predicting the desirable outputs. Standard soft-max losses and
backpropagation can be calculated to learn such 3D-GCN
models (see Figure 6a for example architectures).

Semantic Segmentation One can also apply 3D-GCN to
perform 3D point cloud semantic segmentation. To achieve
this goal, we aggregate multi-scale features and advance
a shared-MLP for point-wise classification. We note that,
when aggregating features across different scales j and
j + 1, the number of 3D points do not match due to the
pooling mechanism. Thus, for example, to concatenate the
feature at pjn in scale j with that from j + 1, we perform
the following operation to identify the corresponding point
of interest in scale j + 1:
n
o
pñj+1 = arg min kp − pjn k | ∀p ∈ P j+1 .
(8)
p

Thus,
the
features
would
be
concatenated
f (pjn ), f (pñj+1 ) The architecture of 3D-GCN for
semantic segmentation is illustrated in Figure 6b.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Evaluation of invariance properties on ModelNet40. (a) Shift: Objects randomly shifted within a distance along
all directions (with unshifted version denoted as 0), (b) Scale: Objects scaled to different sizes (with the original size denoted
as 1), (c) Rotation: Objects rotated along the upward direction (degree is denoted in this figure). Note that DGCNN in [32]
was pre-trained on objects with scale variants (i.e., scale within [0.5, 1.5]), but it cannot handle unseen scale variants as
shown in (b).

4. Experiments
4.1. 3D Model Classification
Dataset. We evaluate 3D-GCN for 3D shape classification on the ModelNet40 [33] dataset, which consists of
12311 CAD models of 40-categories, splitting into 9843 3D
objects for training and 2468 for testing. To generate point
clouds for training and testing, we sample 1024 points uniformly from the surface of each object without any normalization during training and testing.
Network configuration. Our 3D-GCN model structure
for classification is shown in Figure 6a. The featureextracting part is composed of 5 3D graph convolution layers, with kernel numbers (32, 64, 128, 256, 1024) from low
to high-level layers. We set the support number S = 1 for
our kernels, and neighbor number M = 25 for the receptive
fields. There are 3 3D Graph max-pooling layers in model
structure, all with a fixed sample ratio r = 4. Following
PointNet [21], the output feature of last 3D Graph Convolution Layer in our 3D-GCN is applied with global maxpooling, resulting a final feature representation of 1024 dimension. For classification, the MLP is of 2 layers, where
Batchnorm and Dropout with drop ratio of 0.3 applied after the fist layer of MLP. We train our network with batch
size 8, learning rate 0.0001 which is decayed half every 10
epochs, using the ADAM optimizer.
Results. The classification results of our 3D-GCN are
listed in Table 1, in which we also compare our results with
a number of recent approaches including PointNet [21],
PointNet++ [23], DGCNN [32] and KPConv [30]. From
this table, we see that our 3D-GCN is generally comparable
or performs favorably against several state-of-the-art mod-

Method
ECC [27]
PointNet [21]
Kd-Net (depth=10) [10]
PointNet++ [23]
KCNet [26]
MRTNet [5]
DGCNN [32]
SO-Net [12]
KPConv rigid [30]
PointNet++ [23]
SO-Net [12]
Ours

input
xyz
xyz
xyz
xyz
xyz
xyz
xyz
xyz
xyz
xyz, normal
xyz, normal
xyz

#points
1k
1k
1k
1k
1k
1k
1k
2k
6.8k
5k
5k
1k

Acc.(%)
87.4
89.2
90.6
90.7
91.0
91.2
92.9
90.9
92.9
91.9
93.4
92.1

Table 1: Shape classification results on ModelNet40.
Note that “normal” denotes the normal vectors of object
surfaces. We see that our method achieved comparable or
improved results with inputs of size only 1k points.

els when the test data are without any shift or scale variations presented.
To further evaluate the invariance properties of our
model, we compare to the above models using 3D point
cloud data with 1024 points, normalized to a unit sphere
with zero mean, without data augmentation. We test them
under three different situations: coordinate shift, shape scaling, and shape rotation. The results are shown in Figure 7a, 7b, and 7c, respectively. From the results shown
in these figures, we see that the performance of PointNet
and DGCNN significantly dropped with coordinate shifts,
which is caused by extracting features from global coordinates. When scale variants are presented, only our model
was able to perform recognition with satisfactory performances. As for shape rotation, better invariance ability was
exhibited by our 3D-GCN. Thus, the above experiments
confirm the effectiveness and robustness of our 3D-GCN.
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method
Kd-Net [10]
MRTNet [5]
PointNet [21]
KCNet [26]
RS-Net [8]
SO-Net [12]
PointNet++ [23]
DGCNN [32]
KPConv deform [30]
Ours

class
mIOU
77.4
79.3
80.4
82.2
81.4
81.0
81.9
82.3
85.1
82.1

instance
mIOU
82.3
83.0
83.7
84.7
84.9
84.9
85.1
85.2
86.4
85.1

air
plane
80.1
81.0
83.4
82.8
82.7
82.8
82.4
84.0
84.6
83.1

bag

cap

car

chair

74.6
76.7
78.7
81.5
86.4
77.8
79.0
83.4
86.3
84.0

74.3
87.0
82.5
86.4
84.1
88.0
87.7
86.7
87.2
86.6

70.3
73.8
74.9
77.6
78.2
77.3
77.3
77.8
81.1
77.5

88.6
89.1
89.6
90.3
90.4
90.6
90.8
90.6
91.1
90.3

ear
phone
73.5
67.6
73.0
76.8
69.3
73.5
71.8
74.7
77.8
74.1

guitar

knife

lamp

laptop

90.2
90.6
91.5
91.0
91.4
90.7
91.0
91.2
92.6
90.9

87.2
85.4
85.9
87.2
87.0
83.9
85.9
87.5
88.4
86.4

81.0
80.6
80.8
84.5
83.5
82.8
83.7
82.8
82.7
83.8

84.9
95.1
95.3
95.5
95.4
94.8
95.3
95.7
96.2
95.6

motor
bike
87.4
64.4
65.2
69.2
66.0
69.1
71.6
66.3
78.1
66.8

mug

pistol

rocket

86.7
91.8
93.0
94.4
92.6
94.2
94.1
94.9
95.8
94.8

78.1
79.7
81.2
81.6
81.8
80.9
81.3
81.1
85.4
81.3

51.8
87.0
57.9
60.1
56.1
53.1
58.7
63.5
69.0
59.6

skate
board
69.9
69.1
72.8
75.2
75.8
72.9
76.4
74.5
82.0
75.7

table
80.3
80.6
80.6
81.3
82.2
83.0
82.6
82.6
83.6
82.8

Table 2: Part segmentation results on ShapeNetPart. Note that while our method achieved comparable results as state-ofthe-art models did, our model complexity was significantly less than others as discussed in Sect. 4.4.

Figure 8: Visualization of part segmentation on ShapeNetPart. We compare our segmentation outputs to those produced
by KPConv [30] and PointNet++ [23]. In addition, shift (by 100) and scale (by 10 times) variations are presented for
evaluating the invariance capacity for each model. Note that GT denotes the ground truth part labels.

4.2. 3D Model Part Segmentation
Dataset. To evaluate the use of 3D-GCN for part segmentation, we consider the ShapeNetPart dataset [35], which
consists of 16881 CAD models from 16 object types, with
each point in an object corresponding to a part label. With a
total of 50 categories, 2 to 6 part categories are available for
each object type. In our work, we sample 1024 points from
each 3D model for training and testing.
Network configuration. The model architecture is shown
in Figure 6b. The feature-extracting part is composed of 5
layers with kernel numbers (128, 128, 256, 256, 512) at the
associated layers, and two 3D Graph Max-pooling layers
with a fixed sample ratio r = 4 are deployed. We set the
support number S = 1 for each kernel, and neighbor number M = 50 for the receptive field in 3D-GCN. The features
for segmentation are concatenated from the layer outputs
at different scales, as described in Section 3.4. Following
PointNet [21], we also have one-hot vectors indicating object type concatenated to the above features, followed by 3
shared MLP layers to classify the segment label for each
point. We train the 3D-GCN with learning rate 0.001 and

decayed half every 10 epochs, using the ADAM optimizer.

Results. We evaluate the segmentation performance in
terms of mean intersection over union (mIoU), which is the
average IoU of each part type in that object category. Note
that the mIoU of each category is calculated by averaging
mIoUs of all the shape instances. More specifically, class
mIoU is the average of mIoU over all 16 categories, while
instance mIoU is the average of mIoU over all instances.
The part segmentation results are listed in Table 2. Note that
without using global coordinates, our 3D-GCN achieved
comparable or better results than recent approaches did.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the robustness of 3D-GCN
by visualizing the segmentation result under different transformations of an object, as shown in Figure 8. We shift the
center/coordinates of each object by 100 and enlarge object
size by 10 times, and Figure 8 compares our segmentation
performances with others. We found that KPConv [30] and
PointNet++ [23] failed to properly segment the corresponding parts in both cases. On the other hand, our 3D-GCN
exhibited very promising invariance capabilities regardless
of shift and scale variations.
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Neighboring ratio (%)
Accuracy (%)

5
63.3

10
86.8

30
85.1

Table 3: Effects on shape classification on ModelNet40
with varying neighboring ratio. Note that insufficient
numbers of neighbors are not expected to properly represent the receptive fields, while the performances would be
less sensitive to larger numbers due to our learnable kernels.
Directional vector
Accuracy(%)

A
89.5

B
92.2

C
93.9

Table 4: Effects on shape classification on ModelNet10
using learnable directional vector or not. A: no directional information, B: assign three unit vectors (along 3
axes) as ks , and C: our learnable directional vectors.

Figure 9: Example kernel responses in different layers
(segmentation on ShapeNetPart). Note that points with
larger responses are colored in darker red. As expected,
the dominant responses are shifted from point (low) to part
(high) levels in 3D-GCN.

4.3. Ablation Study
Neighbor number M in receptive fields. We now conduct experiments on 3D-GCN by varying the neighbor number ratio when constructing the receptive fields in 3D-GCN
(e.g., ratio 5% indicates we set the receptive field size as
M = 100 × 0.05 = 5). The results are shown in Table 3. From this table, we see that insufficient or excessive neighbor numbers would affect the performance of 3DGCN in describing local structural information of 3D point
clouds, thus moderate neighbor number leads to better performance.
Learning of directional vector ks for each kernel. To
demonstrate the power of learnable/deformable kernels in
3D-GCN, we consider three possible uses of directional
vectors ks in kernel K S (we fix the support number S as 3).
We first consider the inner product between the receptive
field and the kernel as simply a correlation between the associated features, regardless of their geometry/cosine similarity. That is, (4) is simply replaced by sim(pm , ks ) =
f (pm ), w(ks ) . The resulting accuracy is shown in the
first column in Table 4. We next consider and assign 3 unit
vectors along each axis (e.g., (1, 0, 0) along x-axis) as the 3
directional vectors ks . Since these vectors are not learnable,
and results shown in the second column of Table 4 was not
satisfactory either. Finally, as shown in the last column of
the table, we verify that the use of our learnable ks would be
desirable. Note that directional information is important for
extracting geometric information, and learnable ks makes
kernel deformable and fitting the object of interest, which is
why improved recognition performance can be achieved.

4.4. Visualization and Complexity analysis
In Figure 9, we visualize the points of an object which
have large response values at each layer of our 3D-GCN.
From low to high-level layers, we can see that responses

method
PointNet [21]
PointNet++ [23]
DGCNN [32]
KPConv [30]
Ours

#params
3.5M
1.48M
1.81M
14.3M
0.89M

Acc. (%)
89.2
91.9
92.9
92.9
92.1

Table 5: Number of parameters in different models (classification on ModelNet40).
were shifted from point to part levels, which confirms
our ability in processing and summarizing 3D information
across scales, which is equivalent to the use of 2D CNN in
describing image data.
On the other hand, we compare the number of parameters of recent 3D point cloud models, and list the comparison outputs in Table 5. From this table, we see that
our model achieves comparable recognition performances
as state-of-the-art models did, while our model requires the
fewest amount of parameters. This confirms both effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed 3D-GCN.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we introduced 3D-GCN which learns geometrical information of 3D point clouds across scales, and
thus exhibits properties of shift and scale invariance. The
technical contributions of our 3D-GCN lie in the design and
learning of learnable kernels in 3D graphs, and the proposed
scheme for graph max-pooling from 3D point clouds. While
our model achieved comparable or improved classification
and segmentation performances than recent state-of-the-art
models did, we confirmed that our model is invariant to shift
and scale changes and is computationally more efficient.
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